
FAST Track

Human beings are bought and sold, used and abused in all societies that value Human beings incorrectly = that includes
France.

Asylum Application processing in FAST Track , what was the need, where are all those ? 
Did any of the administration employees work around the clock and even visited their agents, contacts in the (earlier
Refugees in Migrant Smuggling) society to keep the machine (automated) running as fast as possible ?

Refugees allowed to use EU as a transit lounge, spring board to ?
In which language did the Refugee applicants communicate their experiences ?
EU passports to the ones who could not even speak a European language ?

(The above is true for UK as well, since the bombings in London exposed what was  earlier kept hidden)

Right means to Right ends !

as opposed to
Everything is fair in business and war.
The long lasting, profound differences made through ideas, information, activism vs the human consequences of power
and privilege.
'those who fail to conform will be weeded out...'
After all negating other&rsquo;s comparative advantage by any means possible is the essence of mercantilism.
Arm twisting by Human Rights Business, and hence this notion of  'humanitarian war'.
Did NGO benefit from the rising number of asylum applications within Europe ?   (ref.........)
Because this motor of travel agent, Trans-continental People Smuggling Inc., transport, transplant and false torture
claims was 'running hot' and popular NGO s had a hey day.   (ref...............)

Cascaded Machines of incarceration :

While French administrators winked (financing of covert actions) to the activities of their subordinates, these machines in
the underground ran noise-free for years
In year 2000, French government (French Minister of Culture, D.R.A.C. in Strasbourg),City and University of Strasbourg
paid AI-Amnesty International to organize a Hate-India/ns campaign.             (ref&hellip;&hellip;&hellip;)

For years almost all agencies of the French government, which most likely played a role in this covert activity deflected
questions. Now only in 2006, when all the actors have disappeared or retired from the scene, France is willing to say a
few words about this covert action.   (ref..............)

"Le ministre français de la culture a braqué des enquêtes lui-même-'letter de non reçu ', 'l'OH oui, votre fax, lettre
recommandée a été remis à la réponse appropriée de bureau-le serait envoyé bientôt '. * Bien que le ministre de la
culture vers la fin des années 90 ait projeté et ait financé une autre 'campagne de la haine India/ns' lancée par ses
filiales à Strasbourg (D.R.A.C.) par international d'amnistie en tant qu'un 'avant 'et sa 'procuration '."     (ref............)

In this campaign, Amnesty International-AI symbolized India with torture.
NGO s- in Human Rights business in a support role.
 
Professional refugees.

Shops-for plantation and Implantation of Seeds of Hatred ?       (ref.......)
Directors, actors and related bureaucracy in creating and nurturing 'Diabetes Epidemic'.
All those who were given Fast Track Asylum leading to a Fast Track Residence Permit leading to a Fast Track EU
Passport.

Where are they ?

Their common objectives and the visible methods used, while they also had behind-the-scenes inter-linked, convergent
interests.
How did their interests converge or align with Trans-continental People Smuggling Inc. (professional refugees :- first
Asylum seekers who then become owners of  'Refugee Unlimited' or 'Asylum International' businesses with outsourcing
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facilities).
Organisation, Automatic Process, Nameless, Identity less Slug operated this machine.

Multi ID, Parking.

Forged Documents-mass production.
The above activity- a Production Machine.
Intelligence Agency of France (country) trained the culprits-Forgers-above activities.
Who is being targeted, and who else are in the act ?
FAST Track Asylum- EU Passport, but the Beneficiary never had the desire to make EU his/her home.
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